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PROTECTION.
A Speech delivered at the Annual Dinner of "The

LoSjrood
Press

1

at the Union League Club, New York, May,^88y,
by E. H. AMMIDOWN.

>\

In response to the suggestion that I should say a few wjfcds on Protec-

tion, I will not do more than touch upon some of the more general aspects

of the subject.

The first thought that comes up in any candid inquiry about it, is that

protection is natural and in accord with the habits of men. It prevails in

the family as regards its relations with other families or with society. It per-

vades society as regards the relations of each part with ever

acterizes the laws which guard the citizen from the dangers

avarice, or crime, or negligence. It protects society as a w ole against the

injurious actions or aims of its component parts. It is ap

health and morals, but to property. The state covers all it

their relations, with the panoply of protection, and thereby

other. It char-

lat spring from

:d, not only to

subjects, in all

dms to promote

the greatest happiness of all.

If we pursue the inquiry farther in this direction, we s&all see that the

higher the civilization the more complicated the social and business relations

become, and the broader and deeper are the applications of the beneficent

policy of protection. On the other hand we see that where there is no pro-

tection barbarism prevails. The protective policy is therefore natural, and

in all the relations of life indispensable.

It is, however, disputed by some that this almost universal policy should

be applied to our commercial relations with foreign countries. There may
be reasons .why it should not be applied to these foreign relations, though

applied with advantage everywhere else. But if we consider this matter

thoroughly, it is very clear that foreign relations should form no exception to

the general rule.

Theoretically considered, the development of a nation's industrial re-

sources, the diversification of employments, the creation of manufacturing
and mechanical industries, augment the wealth of the people. I will not

annoy you with statistics, but refer to only a brief statement from the last cen-

sus, where we find that seven millions of farmers produced less than three

billions of value, while less than four millions of manufacturers produced
more than five billions of value. The farmers turned out about one-fourth

their capital. The manufacturers turned out nearly twice their capital.

What is the significance of this ? It is evident that the whole nroHnoi- of



a people must be divided among them ; that if the annual product is small

that is all they can have to live upon. If it is large they have it all, and their

means of living are large in proportion. It follows that, within harmonious

limits, the industries which turn out the largest value annually contribute

most to the wealth of the nation It also follows that the national policy
which develops those industries most vigorously and most successfully is the

best policy to secure the largest measure of annual income for the people,
and most contribute to their material and social advancement.

Such is the theoretical view of the advantage and working of the protec-
tive policy as applied to our relations with foreign nations. Test it by the

results of such a policy in this country during the past twenty-five years, and
the theory is abundantly justified. Our country and our people have flourished

beyond all comparison more than ever before and more than any other in the

world. Edward Atkinson thinks that we might have done even more without

protection. But he reminds me in this of the comments of an extreme tem-

perance man probably a prohibitionist on the death of a man who had
lived 106 years, and during all his life had been a regular consumer of whiskey.
"Well," said the prohibitionist,

"
if our friend had not been so fond of whiskey,

who knows how much longer he would have lived ?
"

If we look for the causes of the greater productivity of manufacturing,
we shall find the chief cause to be the utilization of the powers of water and
steam. Every horse-power directed and controlled by man in the production
of value is equal to eight men so employed. Four millions of water and
steam horse-power are so employed in this country under the fostering care

of our protective policy. It may be doubted if even one-tenth of these

mechanical powers of water and steam would have been brought into use

except for the encouragement of the protective tariff. Four million horse-

powers equal thirty-two millions of men working tirelessly in the creation of

national wealth. They constitute a working pow
r

er, a wealth-producing

power, more than twice as great as all the workingmen of the nation. The
wealth they produce belongs to the people. It is distributed among them,

used and consumed by them ; and when we consider the extent of this

power, the rapidity of its growth, the vastness of the stream of wealth which

annually proceeds from it, constituting more than half the entire annual pro-
duct of the nation, we no longer wonder at the prosperity, contentment

and rapid improvement of our people. It is the fruit of the American pro-
tective policy, which in that alone finds its complete defense.

Look for a moment at the indirect effects of the employment under our

protective system of this vast army of workers, inspired by the force of water

and steam. They demand the labor of thousands to supply their wants.

They set in motion the miners of coal and of metals ; they cause the erection

of machine shops and stimulate the mental energies of thousands to discover

new methods and new appliances. It would be hard to reach the outer limit

of the fields of labor which owe their existence to the demands of water and

steam utilized in industrial work.



The general effects of that widening of our industrial fields due to a

protective tariff, so far as regards the material and social advantages of our

people higher wages, greater savings, comforts and luxuries enjoyed, higher

education, quickened intelligence, stimulated ambition, all bearing fruit in

grand national development unparalleled in all times stand before all men,

too conspicuous to need pointing out.
" Si monumentum quart's, circum-

spicc
"

If you seek the evidence, look around.

Protection is rational it is theoretically advantageous. The reasons

why it is so are apparent, and the soundness of the principle is confirmed by
our national experience. Still there are objections heard every day, chiefly

from college professors and men unused to consider practically the methods

and issues of business. Let us examine some of them which are just now

most urged.

The tariff is said to be a tax. There can be no objection to a tax unless

it is unjustly laid, inasmuch as taxes are an indispensable incident of govern-

ment. But this is said to be a tax for the benefit of a few. It is for a

monopoly. When it is considered that a protected industry is open to the

competition of the nation, it is clear that the protection is for the nation

against foreign competition, and therefore no monopoly.
It is claimed that it hinders foreign commerce. Yet no nation ever

advanced faster in foreign commerce than has ours since the protective policy

has prevailed. It may be said that the increase is largely agricultural. Yet

the export of our manufactures during that time has increased as fast as the

export of our farm products, or in the same ratio. It is said that unless we

import we cannot export, and that protection keeps us out of the markets of

the world. Yet if we ceased to manufacture and should try to import the

things we must have, we could not pay for them, as our agricultural commod-

ities could not be marketed in quantities large enough to liquidate our debt.

We must manufacture what we want or go without. And, in fact, it is only

by the results of competition among ourselves, under a protective tariff, that

we have $150,000,000 of manufactures to export to foreign countries, whereby
we can pay for a large part of the imports which otherwise we would not

have. The dogma of reciprocity in trade, disproved by the first glance at

statistics, must give way to the doctrine that each nation must pay for its

imports with its exports, and if under the protective policy we develop our

manufactures, we shall have the means to pay for what we want to import.

If we permit these industries to be stricken down by the heavy hand of free

trade, our imports would soon diminish for want of exportable products to

balance them. This would mean national poverty. Our national experience

confirms this view. Our attempts at free trade, or tariff for revenue, in

former days, have always been followed, after a brief interval, by diminished

imports due to inability to pay for more.

With a dim sense of these truths some of our manufacturers have sought
the remedy in free raw materials. The more intelligent, but less scrupulous,

among them know that this is a delusion, and under the snecious cry of free



raw materials they cloak the design to reduce the stanuara 01 wages. Cotton

is free. So is silk. We have bcth of them as cheap as any other nation.

Yet, while building up our own cotton and silk industries with magical rapid-

ity, we export comparatively few cotton goods and almost no silks at all.

Free raw material is, then, evidently not the wand which will open our way
to foreign markets. The difficulty is not far to seek, and we find it in this

simple statement : Wages in the United States are twice as high as in Eng-
land, two and a half times as high as in France, three times as high as in

Germany and four times as high as in Italy. This statement is too general

to be exactly true in all cases, but it has been so stated by a competent

authority and is sufficiently exact to show what will prevent .our free access

to the markets of the world so long as the American workingman maintains

his present high standing as an American citizen. The advocates of free raw

materials and a foreign market may wish to see him abdicate that position

and take his place by the side of his foreign competitors. I do not. No
earnest, patriotic American does and never will. We must, therefore, find

some other way of getting into foreign markets, and that will be through,

American ingenuity and skill, the result sure to come from superior education

and a higher scale of living. We are now in many things reaching out to

compete with poorly paid labor abroad. Even free-trade Englishmen
demand the American axe and chisel, and we know the triumphs of the loco-

motive, the sewing-machine, and now of American flour. Let us not be too

hasty. The victory will come ; is coming now. The day is only just ended

when an American lady would not buy an American silk. To-day she wants

no others. And it will not be long before our silks will be wanted abroad

not cheapened by free trade, but by more intelligent effort and greater skill.

With this illustration of the advantages and methods of our American

protective system, let me urge upon all who are interested in our growth and

prosperity, in the maintenance of our higher civilization, to hold fast to what has

been proved good, to defend it by voice and by vote, and to make protection

of American labor and industry a* permanent characteristic of our commercial

policy.

THE AMERICAN PROTECTIVE TARIFF LEAGUE,

23 West Twenty-third Street, New York.
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THE VITAL QUESTION.

SHALL AMERICAN INDUSTRIES BE ABANDONED, AND

AMERICAN MARKETS BE SURRENDERED?

IT is proposed by the advocates of free trade to reduce the

revenue of the Government one hundred million dollars, by lowering

the barriers between the cheap labor of Europe and the well-paid

labor of the United States. Labor has made America, and owns it.

Any changes in our fiscal policy must be made with a view to pro-

tecting and stimulating the labor of this country. The removal of

one hundred millions of customs duties would have the opposite
effect. It cannot be done without reducing the wages of labor to the

low level of foreign wages, and without the destruction of nourishing

industries, which now give plenty and comfort to millions of house-

holds. It would make the three millions of men now employed in

manufactures competing producers instead of buyers of food, and
thus bring ruin upon our farmers.
The people must decide how this reduction of revenue shall be

made. The American policy of protection must either be sustained

or abolished. There can be no compromise. A part of the pro-

tected labor of the country cannot be selected for destruction, and a

part left. The policy which has promoted our metal industries, and

given us cheap iron_ and steel, and that has established textile mills



and given us cheap clothing, has likewise developed our mines and

increased our flocks. It has also, in the words of Jefferson,//#m/

the manufacturer by the side of our farmers, and given them the

incalculable benefits of home markets.

TARIFF, OR WAR TAXES ?

' The real question the country has to face is : Shall the revenue

be reduced by lowering the license which foreigners have to pay for

the privilege of American markets, or shall it be reduced by abolishing

internal taxes, which originated in war, and have never been levied in

this coujitry exceptfor war purposes?

Free-traders demand that $100,000,000 revenue shall come off the

customs duties on " necessities." How is this reduction to be dis-

tributed ?

FREE RAW MATERIALS.

First. They demand " free raw materials." What are these

articles ? How much will the revenue be reduced ? How will the

removal of duties now imposed affect American labor ? These are

fair questions, and must be answered fairly. The chief items on the

list of raw materials are flax, flax-seed, wool, coal and iron ore. Take

every dollar of the present duty off these articles, and you reduce the

revenue less than $10,000,000.

In many States the flax and kindred industries are of vast im-

portance. To destroy our wool industry, by admitting wool free,

would materially lessen the income of over one million American

farmers. In five years it would destroy the sheep industry of the

United States, which now yields 300,000,000 pounds of wool, and, by

diminishing the number of sheep, it would increase the price of

mutton as a food.

Transfer the mining of coal to Nova Scotia, and of iron ore to Spain

and Cuba, and hundreds of thousands of American miners would

be compelled to crowd into other occupations or starve.

CRUDE MANUFACTURES.
Second. The customs duties would also have to be removed from

crude manufactures. What are these articles ? How much will the

revenue be reduced ? How will the removal of these duties affect

American labor ?

The list includes many chemical products, pig-iron, scrap-iron,

salt, lumber and a number of minor articles required for advanced

manufactures. The revenue thus taken off would be less than



$8,000,000. If all raw materials and all crude manufactures were

put on the free list, as proposed, the total reduction of revenue

would be less than $18,000,000.

Under a protective tariff our chemical industries have flourished,

and the number employed has increased from 6,000 in 1860, to prob-

ably 40,000 in 1887. In this time every product has been cheapened.

Under the' protective tariff, the production of pig-iron has increased

over six-fold. The cost to the consumer has steadily declined. To

put pig-iron on the free list would deprive of employment vast num-

bers of the half million people engaged in our metal industries, and

lower the wages of those remaining to the level of the foreign wages.

Once in the history of the country 1808 to 1813 we tried free

salt, with most ruinous results. The works were abandoned, foreign

prices were advanced, and when the war of 1812 broke out the

foreign supply was cut off altogether.

In 1860 we produced 13,000,000 bushels of salt, and the price was

eighteen cents per bushel. We now produce 40,000,000 bushels, and

the price is less than half what it was at the beginning of the protec-

tive period.
FREE TRADE AT LAST.

But after putting raw materials and crude manufactures on the

free list, and ruining industries which distribute hundreds of millions

of dollars among our working-people, for the sake of reducing the

duties $18,000,000, the tariff reformers must get rid of $82,000,000

more revenue in some other way. How is this to be done ?

Experience has shown that revenues are not reduced by cutting

down tariff duties. As the barriers against an influx of foreign

products are lowered, importations and revenues increase. Proof of

this is found in our experience under the tariff reductions of 1883.

The only sure way to reduce tariff revenues is to place imported
articles on the free list, which is really the aim of those who now
so vigorously assail our protective policy from the ambush of a

Treasury surplus.

Will they strike down the woolen industry ? The wool manufac-

turers of the United States have invested more than a hundred

millions of dollars, give employment to thousands of operatives,

among whom they annually distribute in wages more than twenty-five
millions of dollars, and are the only consumers of the domestic

wool clip, for which they pay our farmers about $60,000,000

every year.



Will the blow, then, fall on the silk manufacturers, who employ a

capital exceeding $25,000,000, and pay annually more than fifteen

millions of dollars to more than 30,000 operatives ? American silks

made and used in this country last year, kept at home among our

own people more than thirty millions of dollars, which, but for pro-

tection, would have been sent to Europe for foreign silks.

Or shall the steel and iron industries the most important of

all our manufactures be paralyzed ? When the country depended
on England for axes, mechanical tools, cutlery, and the numberless

necessities of the shop, the farm and the household, prices were

double those now ruling, while the articles supplied were vastly

inferior. Shall the hundreds of millions of dollars now invested

in these industries remain unproductive, and the army of workmen

now employed stand idle until necessity forces them to accept the

low wages paid to -European laborers a contingency against which

our tariff is the only barrier ?

But upon all importations of woolens, silks, iron and steel, in 1886,

we collected less than $56,000,000 revenue. In order, therefore, to

make up the sum of $82,000,000 required to be taken from the duties

on manufactured articles, it will be necessary to reduce the duties to

the extent of more than $26,000,000 on other protected industries.

In the same year, 1886, there was collected about $25,000,000

from cotton manufactures, earthenware and china, glass and

glassware, leather and manufactures of leather, rice, live animals,

barley, hay and hops.

Shall protection on all these articles be removed, with the result-

ing embarrassment to those now employed in their production, at

the demand of a free tradepropaganda which makes the presence of

a surplus in the Treasury the pretext for transferring the very life-

blood of American industries to men beyond the sea, jealous of our

growing strength, envious of our accumulating wealth, and chagrined

at our prowess and independence ?

Shall these enemies of American enterprise and progress succeed

in their efforts to wreck our industries, throw hundreds of thousands

of our workingmen out of employment, and reduce the earnings of

those who can obtain work to the dead level of European wages?

THE FRUITS OF PROTECTION.

The wealth of the United States in 1860 was sixteen thou-

sand million dollars, one-half of which was destroyed during the



Civil War. In June, 1887, our wealth touched the imperial figures

of sixty thousand millions, earning seven millions each day. In 1860

the wealth of the United States was $415 per capita ;
in 1887, $1,000

per capita. In these years of protection the United States has

earned over one-half of the sum added to the world's wealth during

that time. We nearly equal Great Britain in production of iron, and

excel her in the production of steel. In 1860 manufactures in the

United States amounted to $1,800,000,000 ;
in 1887 to $7,000,000,000.

Our total industries now amount to $11,000,000,000. The Western

States manufactured nearly as much in 1887 as the whole country in

1860. The Southern States alone now make 10 per cent, more pig-

iron than was made in the United States in 1860. The annual pro-

duct of the United States exceeds that of England by more than

one-half, and our trade is double that of England. England has

increased her commerce less than six times since 1860
;
the United

States has increased her commerce more than six times. While Eng-
land has increased her export trade four times, the exports of the

United States have increased eight times. In these years, from the

thirdproducingpower)
we have risen to the first. Up to 1860 the en-

tire exports of the United States were $9,000,000,000 ; since then

they have amounted to $14,000,000,000.

Protection has practically created many great industries since

1860 crockery, silk, steel rails, etc. employing countless laborers,

and distributing thousands of millions of money among our people.

From no steel rails produced in 1867, we have risen to 1,764,000

tons produced in 1886, cheapening the cost of rails, enabling us to

increase our railroads from 30,000 miles to 135,000, and reducing
cost of transportation to less than half what it is in England. We
have now more miles of railroad than all Europe, with rolling-stock

worth nine times the merchant marine of England, and our inland

trade is twenty times greater than her foreign commerce.

Protection, by creating home markets, has increased the value of

our farms from $6,645,046,007 in 1860, to $10,192,006,776 in 1880.

It has in the same time increased our farm products from $1,675,-

724,972 to $3,726,321,422. Of this vast increase less than one-tenth

has been exported, more than nine-tenths have been consumed at home.

The want of an adequate home market for our wheat has put our
wheat growers at the mercy of haif-civilized India. The on/y

remedy is to diminish production or increase the home market.

Protection has maintained the high standard of wages in the



United States. They are double those of England. If the Ameri-

can laborer would live as English laborers do, he could save 37 per

cent, of his wages. They save only 2 per cent, of their wages.

American people should not, and will not. submit to the low stan-

dard of wages prevailing in other countries. They decrease the pur-

chasing power and the consuming power of the people. Free trade

in England meant cheap bread, and has ruined her farmers. Free

trade in this country means cheap labor, diminished power to consume,

low prices forfarm products, and in the end ruin for our farmers.

Protection has increased the savings of our people. There is

deposited in the savings-banks of the State of New York alone

$506,000,000, which is $100,000,000 more than the entire accumula-

tions in the savings-banks of England in four centuries.

Protection has diversified as well as created industries. It has

opened new and fruitful fields for the employment of women. It

has enriched and educated our people, and qualified them for the

duties of freemen. High wages have made happy homes and good
citizens. There never was on this earth a people so free, so prosper-

ous, and with such splendid possibilities, as the sixty millions that

dwell in this Republic. Shall the protective policy which has accom*

plished this be overthrown ?

WAR TAXES.

The abolition of internal taxes on tobacco and spirits used in arts

and manufactures, etc., with such changes in the present tariff as

may be made judiciously in the interest of American labor and

industries, would be more than sufficient to satisfy the need for a

reduction of revenue. Internal taxes on our own industries serve to

perpetuate monopolies and enrich the few. They are finally paid

chiefly by our working-people in the increased cost of tobacco

medicines, and numberless articles of comfort and luxury in daily

use, in the manufacture of which alcohol is indispensable, while

tariff duties are chiefly paid by foreigners for the right to sell in our

markets. They excite dangerous hostility to our own government

among our own people, and deprive the States of an important

source of local revenue. They finally encourage the use of inferior

and dangerous substitutes for alcohol in the manufacture of all

articles in which it is an essential ingredient.

The issue is now squarely presented : Shall we have Free Trade,

or shall we reduce the War Taxes ?



PERTINENT QUESTIONS BY ROBERT P. PORTER-
HAVE NEVER BEEN ANSWERED.

Why an official report recently published by the London Daily Telegraph shows that 30 per
cent, of the children of British workmen in London go to school every morning without a mouthful
of food ?

Why halfpenny (one cent) dinners for school children failed in Birmingham and other industrial

centres, because the children could not procure money to pay for them ?

Why thousands of men are constantly walking the streets of the great industrial centres

without food or work ?

Why more than 1,000,000 in a population of 35,000,000 are out of work under free trade ?

Why does John Bright admit that under free trade the English farmer has lost in recent

years $1,000,000,000?
Why does Joseph Arch admit that in fifteen years 800,000 persons have given up the cultivation

of the soil ?

Why have the number of persons engaged in the gainful occupation in England decreased in

fifteen years from 14,786,875 to 11,187,564 ?

Why does Mr. Hoyle say that the forty-second report of the Registrar-General shows that
' ' one

out of about every seven of our population end their days as paupers ?
"

And, turning to Ireland,

why did one in every four of the inhabitants of Connaught (population, 800,000) apply in 1886 for

Poor Law Relief ?

Why does the reports of the British Postmaster-General show that in 1875 artisans and laborers

constituted 22 84-100 per cent, of the depositors in Postal Savings-Banks, and in 1882 only 17 8-ro

per cent. ?

Why do women working at the forge and anvil the whole week making nails only earn $2.15 ?

Why does the current rate of wages for the common laborer rarely exceed 50 cents per day ?

Why does Mr. Chamberlain say :
" Never before was the misery of the rery poor more intense,

or the conditions of their daily life more hopeless or more depraved,
"

if free trade has been
successful ?

Why has the cost of pauperism and crime under free trade increased from $30,000,000 in 1840
to $82,000,000 in 1881 ?

Why did Mr. Cobden receive during his lifetime $1,000,000 cash (see Morley's Life of Cobden)
from the manufacturers of Manchester in payment for his services to bring about free trade, if it

was a grand principle calculated to benefit the workingmen of all countries, and not a means to cut

down the wages of labor and increase the profits of monopolists ?

Why does one iron and coal firm in the North of England control the annual output of more
tons of iron ore than the total annual output of the entire Lake Superior regions if free trade does
not create monopolies ?

Why has the number employed in the five principal textile industries declined from 919,817
in 1861 to 883,303 in 1886 in England, and the number so employed doubled in the same period
in the United States ?

Why has the silk industry practically gone to the wall ?

Why has the linen industry declined in England in the last twenty years and increased 300 per
cent, in protective Germany ?

Why have the number of workmen employed in the iron and steel industries in Germany
increased since the return to protection 40 per cent., the wages paid 57 per cent, and the average
paid to each workman 17.4 per cent. ?

Why are these facts substantially true in many other industries in Germany ?

Why has Germany increased her exports of manufactured goods under protection when free*

traders said she would ruin her export trade by returning to protection ?

Why do the official reports of British consuls inform us that the German Empire has been so
benefited by protection that it is in the atmosphere ;

that it is the strongest of the government's
policies ?

If protection has been so ruinous to the United States, why have we, in twenty-five years of it,

increased our population 20,000,000? Doubled the population of our cities? Increased our coal

The number employed in our woolen industries, from 60,000 to 160,000? Robbed England of 55,-

000,000 customers in the cotton industry ? Employ 35,000 instead of 12,000 in the pottery, stoneware
and glass industries? Employ 30,000 instead of 6,000 in the chemical industry? Increased our
railway mileage from 30,000 to 130,000 miles ? Increased the number of our farms from 2,000,000 to

4,000,000 ? And their value from $6,000,000,000 to $10,000,000,000 ? Our production of cereals, from
1,230,000,000 bushels to nearly 3,000,000,000 bushels? Our live-stock, from $1,000,000,000 to more
than $2,000,000,000 ? Our flocks, from 22,000,000 to upward of 50,000,000 ? Our wool products, from
60,000,000 pounds to 350,000,000 pounds ? The number of persons engaged in gainful occupations,
from 12,500,000 to 17,500,000 ? And our aggregate of wealth to such figures that it makes Americans
dizzy to contemplate the totals, and fills the advocates of British free trade with envy, hatred
and other wrongful passions in trying to explain that which isn't ? Why are the wages of the la-

borer higher here than in any other country ? Why do a greater percentage of workingmen own
their homes ? Why do their children go to school well fed and well clothed ? Why is labor re-

spected and the workingman supported in every legitimate endeavor to better his condition ? Why
do a greater percentage of workmen become masters here than in any other country in the world ?

Why do the intelligent American wage earners, as a rule, support protection with their votes, and
defeat free-traders like Hurd and Morrison ? Because it is the winning cause and the cause of the
American people. AU of which is respectfully submitted.



Defenders of American Industry.

GEORGE WASHINGTON.
Congress have repeatedly, and not without success, directed their attention

to the encouragement of manufactures. The object is of too much conse-

quence not to insure a continuance of their efforts in every way which shall

appear eligible. Last Annual Address, December, 1796.

BENJAMIN FRANKLIN.
Every manufacturer encouraged in our country makes part of a market

for provisions within ourselves, and saves so much money to the country as

must otherwise be exported to pay for the manufactures he supplies.

ALEXANDER HAMILTON.
An extensive domestic market for the surplus produce of the soil is of the

first consequence. It is, of all things, that which most effectually conduces
to a flourishing state of agriculture. Report on Manufactures, Dec. j, //p/.

THOMAS JEFFERSON.
We must now place our manufacturers by the side of the agriculturist.

. . . Experience has taught me that manufactures are now as necessary
to our independence as to our comfort. Letter to Benj. Austin, 1816.

JAMES MADISON.
It will be worthy the just and provident care of Congress to make such

further alterations in the tariff as will more especially protect and foster the
several branches of manufacture which have been recently instituted and
extended by the laudable exertions of our citizens. Special Message, May
2j, 1809.

JAMES MONROE.
Our manufactures require the systematic and fostering care of the gov-

ernment. . . . Equally important is it to provide at home a market for

our raw materials. First Inaugural Address, March j, 1817.

JOHN QUINCY ADAMS.
The great interests of an agricultural, commercial and manufacturing

nation are so linked in union together that no permanent cause of prosperity
to one of them can operate without extending its influence to the others.

Fourth Annual Message.

JOHN C. CALHOUN.
When our manufactures are grown to a certain proportion, as they will

under the fostering care of the government, . . . the farmer will find a

ready market for his surplus produce, and, what is of almost equal conse-

quence, a certain and cheap supply for all his wants.

ANDREW JACKSON.
Upon the success of our manufactures, as the handmaid of agriculture

and commerce, depends in a great measure the independence of our country,
and none can feel more sensibly than I do the necessity of encouraging
them, Letter to Col. Patterson, May //, 1823.
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THE ADVANTAGES OF A PROTECTIVE TAEIFF

TO THE LABOR AND INDUSTRIES

OF THE UNITED STATES.

The American Protective System may be advocated on divers grounds

economic, political, ethical. The subject ot this Essay, how3ver, refers

especially to economic considerations, calling for a defense of the Protective

Tariff on the ground of its advantages to the Labor and Industries of the

United States.

I purpose, therefore, to show, first, how by a Protective Tariff the three

great groups of industries agricultural, manufacturing and commercial

have been developed in due proportion and stimulated to yield a greater

product of wealth
; secondly, how this increased product of industry has

been distributed justly and to the advantage of the labor which our indus-

tries employ; and, lastly, how the prosperity of both the labor and the

industries is bound up in the continuance of this industrial system.

To appreciate the advantages of the Tariff to our industries, we must

recall those industries a century ago. Our early industrial history is the

history of a British plantation. Agriculture and commerce were alone

developed. Manufactures were neglected. This disproportionate develop-

ment of industry resulted, on the one hand, from England's policy of sup-

pressing colonial manufactures and of putting bounties on agricultural

exports,* and, on the other hand, from the cheapness of land and the desire

of the colonists to appropriate it. After political independence was

achieved, industrial dependence continued. England strove to keep this

country still her "truck-farm" by the "
tyrannous power of capital." By

* Belles' Industrial History of the United States, p 195.



JUT notorious industrial policy, she rendered those natural obstacles to the

development of manufactures I mean the lack of machinery, the lack of

skilled workmen, the comparatively high rates of interest and wages so

formidable that finally they became insuperable. With her organized

industrial system she was ever ready to swamp our young manufactures

with floods of cheaper goods, as she did in 1784* and in 1815. t In 1784 all

Americans were practically comprised in two great classes farmers and

merchants or sailors. J So unduly was agriculture developed that in 1820,

notwithstanding the protection to manufactures accorded by two wars,

there were five persons engaged in agriculture to one in manufactures.

[The tariff has changed that ratio until it is now only two to one.||] There

was, thus, a century ago, no prospect of a symmetrical development of our

industries, and our future industrial history seemed*likely to be that of an

agricultural nation.

Such being the trend of our industrial development, what would be tha

effect on the wealth of the nation ? The answer is manifest. The exclusive

prosecution of agriculture and commerce the development of two groups

of industries instead of three will be profitable so long as, and no longer

than, all that large agricultural surplus produced by the application of all

the labor and capital to the land will exchange in European markets for the

products of manufacturing industries. While this power to exchange lasts,

buying manufactures ^would be cheaper than making them; the manufac-

tories could just as well be abroad, and the maximum of wealth could be

produced by devoting all the labor and capital to only two of the three

great groups of industries or sources of wealth.

The advantage of that marked tendency that characterized our early

industrial history depends, therefore, on a simple question of fact. Is there

a foreign market for the surplus product of American agriculture when all

the labor and capital is exerted on the land ? Now, how stands that fact ?

* D. H. Mason's Short Tariff History of the United States, chap, i., passim.

+ Matthew Carey's New Olive Branch, 1821.

i Bancroft's History of the Constitution, vol. i., p. 439.

Fourth Census in McGregor's Commercial Statistics, vol. in., p. 81.

11 Compendium of the Tenth Census, pp. 1368 and 1372.



Never in the history of this country has there been a market for the surplus

product of American agriculture when all the labor and capital is exerted

on the land. As Colonies we had no acceptable produce to
'

offer England
for all the manufactures that we needed.* Every year the balance of trade

went heavily against us. The difference was paid by mortgages on planta-

tions.* The opening of the ports in 1784 was followed by an inundation of

cheap manufactures. Agricultural produce rotted on the hands of the

farmers, and was as valuable as stones, t English factors and agents col-

lected the debts by sheriff's sales.}: In 1791 Hamilton, in his "
Report on

Manufactures,
" declared the foreign market altogether inadequate. While

"the wars of the French Revolution opened to this country profitable mar-

kets for agricultural products
" there was no surplus wasted. But on the

opening of the ports fci 1815 the experience of 1784 was repeated.! After

the Napoleonic wars European nations could. feed themselves. 1" "That

agricultural produce is too abundant in the United States for the markets at

home and abroad, is a fact that cannot be disputed for a moment," said

Matthew Carey in 1821.** In 1824 Andrew Jackson asked: '" Where has

the American farmer a market for his surplus products ?
"
ft

A little consideration of the nature of foreign trade will explain the

reason for this limit to the foreign market. The value of our agricultural

surplus depended entirely on the foreign demand. When that demand

ceases the surplus is worthless. The excharge between Europe and America

was one of food and raw materials for finished goods an exchange of agri-

cultural commodities for manufactured commodities. America could cer-

tainly import from England no greater value of manufactured commodities

than she made a return for in agricultural commodities. Commodity for

commodity is the only permanent basis for a foreign exchange. Reciprocity

* Gee on Trade. See Thompson's Political Economy, p. 342.

t Mason's Tariff History, chap. i.
; McMister's History of the People of the

United States, vol. I., p. 255.

% McMaster, vol. i., p. 255; also Mason, chap. i.

Taussig's Protection to Young Industries, p. 18.

II M. Carey's New Olive Branch, passim.
f Young's National Economv, p. 79.

** M. Carey's address to the Farmers of the United States, 1821.

H Coleman Letter.



Is the ultimate law. Gold and silver bullion have but little importance in

foreign trade. Trade is carried on by bills of exchange to purchase com-

modities
; and, when a nation begins to export bullion largely, trade will

soon stop. In a trade, then, between Europe and America the value of all

the manufactures that could be obtained from Europe was limited by the

value of all the agricultural products that could be sent there. How large,

then, can that foreign market be ? As far as the export of food-stuffs is

concerned, the market is limited by the number of foreign consumers. This

is its utmost limit
;
but it will be far less than this because foreign countries

have other sources of supply. In the same manner the demand for raw

materials will be regulated. The value of the American agricultural sur-

plus, it thus appears, will depend as much on the nature of the products as

on their quantity. From Europe America can buy commodities only to the

value that she gives in return acceptable commodities. America may have

many commodities that Europe does not want.

These considerations explain the reason why in our early industrial history

all the agricultural surplus was not salable. We find that tho same

limit to the foreign market exists to-day.* Agriculture furnishes seventy-

three per cent, of all our exports. Agricultural commodities are, therefore,

our chief purchase-money. But to what amount can we export them ?

Statistics show only to about the amount of $500,000,000 the value of our

agricultural -exports for 1886. Nor can we hope to have a much larger

market. For, in 1881, our most advantageous year, we exported only about

two hundred millions more.f The reason for this limit to the foreign mar-

ket is obvious. Europe is supplied by other fields than those of the United

States. American wheat must now compete in Mark Lane with the wheat

of Russia, India, Australia and South America. The Chief of the Bureau of

Statistics, in his last report, calls particular attention to this increasing

foregn competition.! With such a competition is it at all unnatural that

the foreign market should be greatly limited ? I have now, I conceive,

effectually banished the delusion of a boundless foreign market, and I have

* These figures are all taken from the Report of Bureau of Statistics, 1886.

t Report of Bureau of Statistics, 1882, p. 13.

t Report of Bureau of Statistics, 1886. p. 58.



shown that there never can be a market for all our agricultural surplus if all

the labor and capital are exerted on the land. Let us now re-examine our

early industrial state.

The existence of a glut in agricultural produce manifestly proves that too

much labor and capital are engaged in agriculture. Unless, then, the grow-

ing population was diverted from the soil a continually increasing glut

would be the result. Immigration and the growth of population would

cause not more wealth but more waste. If, then, all the capital and labor

were to be employed most productively, they must engage in other indus-

tries. It is -perfectly true that if population would not multiply, and if im-

migrants would not come, there might result no overproduction. But the

first of these suppositions is, of course, absurd, and the second is impossible ;

for wealth was not the sole object that brought men to America, and the

first settlers of this country were not " economic " men. Unfortunately

emigrants came here from Europe without first ascertaining whether they

were needed in America to supply Europe with food. It is also perfectly

true that the American supply of agricultural produce might be prevented

from exceeding the European demand, if the labor and capital were to be put

on ' *

half-time,
" or if only a part were to be employed. But, then, all the labor

and capital would not be fully employed, unless, indeed, there were no other

industries. We had, then, this state of things under free foreign trade. Of

the three great groups of industries agricultural, commercial and manu-

facturing only two were being developed. Agriculture, furthermore,

engaged more labor and capital than it could profitably employ.

If, then, the manufacturing industries could enlist the energies of the

surplus capital and labor, then, unless those industries were speedily devel-

oped, the capital and labor of the nation would not be employed most pro-

ductively; the exclusive development of only two groups of industries

would no longer yield the maximum of wealth.

That this labor and capital so rapidly multiplying could have found em-

ployment in commerce will appear impossible on consideration of the fact

that the commercial industries having been always free to all, and not hav-

ing been suppressed by England, must have attracted all the capital and

labor that they were able to employ. The existence of the agricultural



glut shows that there were yet a surplus of capital and labor. It, therefore,

follows that if all the capital and labor were to be employed most produc-

tively they must engage in manufacturing industries.

I shall now show at some length why under free trade manufacturing in-

dustries could not have been developed ;
and then by showing that the

Tariff has developed those industries at the expense of neither the agricul-

tural nor the commercial, I shall prove that the Tariff has increased the

gross product of industry.

It is certain that manufactures could always have profitably employed

the capital and labor not needed in agriculture. That manufactures could

become a source of wealth to the nation has certainly been proved by our

subsequent industrial history. Of course manufactures would prove un-

profitable, if at the start they were required to endure the fierce competition

of foreign industries
;
because under free trade, as I shall soon show, they

never could have been developed. But, granted the possibility of their

continued development, would not the capital and labor engaged in them

produce wealth ? "The requisites of production," says Mill, "are two

labor and appropriate natural objects." America had both of these requi-

sites in abundance. The existence of the first requisite is proven by the

agricultural glut ;
the existence of the second, by the most hasty inventory

of the nation's resources. There would be no lack of food for laborers,

because under free trade there was always a plethora. There would be no

lack of raw materials, because a whole continent could be devoted to their

production. There were bottomless mines and boundless forests. There

were measureless coal beds and countless streams. The forces of nature

were ready to co-operate with man. If, now, it be contended that the sur-

plus labor and capital, finding agriculture unprofitable, would have with-

drawn from it "naturally;" that a continued glut of agricultural produce

would have been an impossibility ;
that this labor and capital would have

"naturally" engaged in manufacturing industries; that these industries

would thus have sprung up spontaneously: I reply, in the first place, that,

as a matter of history, while free trade lasted the glut lasted, and that this

was no more than a natural result
;
in the second place, that, as a matter of

history, while free trade lasted there were no manufacturing industries, and
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that this, too, was no more than a natural result. I shall now develop these

points somewhat in detail, and ascertain, first, whether capital and labor

would have withdrawn valuntarily from agriculture ; secondly, whether if

capital and labor had engaged in manufactures under free trade those in

dustries could ever have been developed.

The glut in agricultural produce was, of course, attended by a fall in

price. But it cannnot be conceded that on this account the American farmer

would have lessened his production. It is perfectly true that the price of

produce in Europe must be high enough to repay the American farmer for

bringing land into cultivation
; but, when produce fell below that price, he

would not necessarily lessen his production. For it is one thing to prepare

land for cultivation, and another thing to cultivate it. To bring land into

cultivation requires the investment of capital to clear the land and prepare it

for tillage. This capital thus becomes fixed and cannot be withdrawn. But to

cultivate land requires the investment of capital in tools, which cannot last

long, and in labor, which can easily be dismissed. This capital is thus cir-

culating and can be withdrawn readily. Now, take the case of an American

farmer. It three thousand dollars must be expended by him to prepare land

for cultivation, and if two thousand dollars and the labor of two men are

required to cultivate it, then he would not bring land into cultivation until

the price of wheat was sufficient in Europe to pay the interest on five

thousand dollars and the wages of two men. But when his land is once

under cultivation he will not withdraw it so long as the price of wheat is

sufficient to pay the interest on two thousand dollars and the wages of two

men. The export price of wheat, in consequence of overproduction, might

fall twenty-five cents on the bushel, as it has done in the last five years,* and

yet the farmer will not lessen his production. He will continue to produce

until the price falls so low that it no longer yields the interest on two thou

sand dollars and the wages of two laborers. From this it appears that the

capital invested in land could not have been easily extricated, although

American farming became quite unprofitable, and that a very considerable
'

fall in price would have been necessary before capital and labor would have

* Bureau of Statistics, 1886, p. 50.



withdrawn "naturally
" from agriculture. But, suppose that the price of

produce had fallen so low that it no longer replaced even circulating capital,

or suppose that the increasing capital and labor had avoided agriculture

and sought to engage in manufactures, could these industries have been de-

veloped under free trade ? I answer, no. That without the Tariff we would

have had some manufactures cannot, indeed, be denied
;
but that under free

trade we would ever have approached our present industrial eminence can-

not be pretended for an instant.

In the first place, this theory of the spontaneity of manufactures, is, in

the words of Henry Clay,
" refuted by all experience, ancient and modern,

in all countries. " There is not, on the face of the earth, a manufactory

that has not in some way been directly encouraged by government. Here,

free trade should certainly take up the burden of proof, because it maintains

that that which has never happened in any country, before or since, would

have happened in the case of the United States. But, it is easy to show

why, without a Tariff, we never would have developed our manufacturing

industries. Suppose that, under free trade, we had bought foreign

manufactures to the value of our acceptable products, and then the surplus

capital and labor had undertaken to manufacture the rest of the desired

commodities under American conditions. The manufactures of Europe and

the manufactures oi America would then be sold in the same market. Now
;

such a system of direct and indirect production of manufactures would be

manifestly impossible in the case of similar commodities. The difficulty

would arise from the difference of price necessitated by the different cost of

production. That difference consists chiefly in the one element of wages.

The wages of manufacturing industries, it is generally agreed, were

determined, at first, by the profit in farming. Until a man could earn

more by entering a factory, he preferred to take a farm. Now, the profit

in farming depends on two elements : the efforts of the farmer, and the

fertility of the soil. So great in America was this latter element, that a

very slight effort brought a bountiful return. In America, therefore, the

cost of production in agriculture was small, from the standpoint of the

farmer's exertion, and wages were thus high. In Europe, however, where

and was scarce and less fruitful, after centuries of cultivation, wages were
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low. The European laborer must either take the proffered wages or

starve. The American laborer may become a land owner. The American

manufacturer, now, starts his factory to produce the rest of the commodities

necessary for the home consumption. He will, then, compete with the

European manufacturer, in the production of similar goods. To attract

laborers from farming, the American manufacturer must offer higher rewards

than can be obtained on the farm, and to do this he must advance the price

of his goods. To him, the cost of production, measured in wages, is high.

But his European rival has no such wages to pay. He does not employ

men, but "hands." To him, the cost of production, measured in wages,

is low. The price of his goods is, therefore, far less. The American

laborer, for his part, refuses to work for such terms as the European

laborer. He prefers living at ease, owning his own land, to toiling as an

industrial slave. If, then, the American goods are to be made at all, they

must be sold at a higher price. The American article and the European

article, with different prices, are now in the same market. But ' ' there

cannot be, for the same article, two prices in the same market." The

American manufacturer is, therefore, forced either not to sell at all or to sell

at great loss. American capital and labor are, in either case, ruined. Under

free trade, the history of American manufactures is one continual history

of industrial disasters.

Whenever an attempt was made, by Americans, to establish competing

manuufctures, the European Chiefs of Industry, with their half-fed hordes,

rushed in " to reconquer the American market." Notable to satisfy the

whole of the American demand for manufactures, England, by selling

large quantities at a loss, prevented America from satisfying the rest of that

demand. England has ever dreaded the day when American manufactories,

supplying the whole of the home market, would "lessen the dependence"

of America. Had there been no laws for the protection and encouragement

of manufactures, the history of those manufactures would have been one

oft-recurring cycle of effort, struggle and relapse. Our present industrial

structure would be an industrial ruin. An utter apathy would yet hang

like a pall over the mountains of Pennsylvania and the streams of Connecti-

cut. A nation of fanners, reaping and gathering into barns, would yet be
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dozing in its Sleepy Hollows. There would have been -no great industrial

class which continually toils and spins. It would have remained for gen-

erations yet unborn to see Pittsburgh, and .lolmslmvn, and Lowell, and

\Yillimantir. with their "tall chimneys smoking."

But the great men who stood at the beginning of our history compre-

hended most thoroughly our industrial problem. They determined to

are for this country the maximum of wealth by the full employment of

all the capital and of all the labor. Such was their purpose, and to

achieve it they saw but one means "the protection and encouragement of

manufactures." They were the great American economists, for they studied

to increase the opulence of the nation. They believed that it was the duty

of government "to promote the general welfare." But of that new

Kvangel ".the Gospel of Mammon," whose leading text is Laissez-Faire,

loudly proclaimed by the English apostles, and devoutly believed by the

American disciples, those statesmen had not heard. Yet they had no idea of

remaining idle, when they had the means to produce and the capacity to

consume. They had no idea of postponing manufacturing until interest

and wages had fallen to the European level. They determined to rebel

against the industrial tyranny as they rebelled against the political. And

on the 4th of July, 1789, they declared their industrial independence by

enacting the first Tariff law.

The advantages of the Tariff to our manufacturing industries are

certainly inestimable, for to the Tariff those industries now owe their

existence. The Tariff first sheltered American manufactures from the

attacks of British capital, and thus gave the productive power of the

nation an opportunity to display itself. The skill that was essential to the

establishment of manufactures could be ^acquired only after years of

experience. The industries required protection during the period of

tuition. When once those industries were developed there would result a

greater and a cheaper production. Protection was granted, and the

industries immediately prospered.

Space permits no attempt to trace that splendid industrial progress from

the days of Slater and Whitney and Lowell, to the days of Baldwin

and Corliss and Edison. But the results are indeed marvelous. Were
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Alexander Hamilton, the prophet of Protection, to appear among us to-day,

and make a second report on American Manufactures, he would behold a

development of which he never dreamed. He would see the seventeen

branches of manufactures that struggled for existence in his day increased

in less than a century to more than three hundred
;
he would see the vast

bbratories of nature explored and the elements turned to the service of

man
;
he would see on all our rivers those grand palaces of the arts which

fill the air with the hum of myriad wheels. Astounded, he would survey

those busy hives of industry now the rivals, and soon to be the victors, of

their European prototypes Paterson, the American Lyons ; Trenton, the

American Burslem
; Waltham, the American Geneva

;
and Philadelphia,

the American Manchester.

A few figures from the census of 1880 will show how rapid has been

the development of the manufacturing industries. In the course of only

thirty years, from 1850 to 1880, there was a gain in the gross value of the

manufactured products of over 426 per cent.
;
a gain in the capital invested

of over 423 per cent.
;
a gain in the wages paid of over 300 per cent.

;
and a

gain in the number of hands employed of over 185 per cent.

Thus the Tariff, by developing the manufacturing industries, 'has solved

the great industrial problem How can the labor and capital of the

nation produce the maximum of wealth ? I shall now illustrate by a

few stactistics how by a Tariff we obtain the maximum of wealth

to-day.* Our total exports for 1886 amounted to $665,964,529. Of

this sum seventy-three, per cent., or about $500,000,000, consisted of

agricultural products. With these commodities, therefore, we obtain the

desired foreign commodities, and our imports, furthermore, are limited by

these exports, because we cannot buy more than we can pay for. We

dispose of our exports in the following manner : Food-stuffs to the value

of $238,990,434 are sent to Great Britain and the Continent to exchange for

manufactured goods. Beyond this amount Europe will take no food-stuffs

from us, because she has other sources of supply. With Europe the

balance of trade is in our favor. She takes all the food that she

* These figures are from the Bureau of Statistics, 1886.
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wants, and is ready to give us an equal return in manufactured

goods. But we cannot import manufactures from Europe to the value of

$238,990,434, bcecause with the rest of the world we have an unfavorable

balance of trade; for outside of Europe we can sell no agricultural produce.

Our trade outside of Europe is *in great part one for luxuries, and this

adverse balance must be settled with cash. By bills of exchange on

European bankers we pay this adverse balance with the favorable European

balance. When this unfavorable balance is paid, whatever is yet due from

Europe may be paid by exports to this country of manufactured goods.

Now, in return for our $238,990,434 worth of food-stuffs, we obtain, after

paying tlie adverse balance, manufactures of wool, silk, cotton, iron and

steel, wood and leather, to the value of only $155,270,448. These goods
*

all compete with the products of our protected industries. This sum of

$155,000,000, therefore, represents what amount of manufactures we could

obtain under free trade. More than this we could not obtain, because Great

Britain and Europe want no more of our commodities. Now, suppose we

had free trade; suppose we had no protective industries to manufacture

commodities of wool, silk, cotton, iron and steel, wood and leather; sup-

pose we had only $155,000,000 worth of those commodities, how much less

then would be the wealth of the nation? How much less would our

industries yield? How much less a value of necessary commodities would

we have for the satisfaction of our desires? The gross product of all our

manufactures is about $5,500,000,000. The census of 1880 put it at

$5,330,579,191.* Now, it is generally considered that the product of the

protected or competing industries is about $2,500,000,000. Under free

trade, therefore, we would be without this wealth. For we are in the

horns of a dilemma. We must cither go without these commodities or else

make them
;
since to have the commodities we must have the industries.

Under Protection we obtain manufactures indirectly by exchange to the

value of $155,000,000, and by producing manufactures directly to the value

of $2,500,000,000. Our total consumption of the products of competing

manufactures is, therefore, to-day $2,655,000,000. If, then, under free

*Census of Manufactures, p. 10.
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trade we could not produce the $2,500,000,000 worth of manfactures,

because they are the products of protected industries, how could we obtain

what we annually need for consumption commodities to the value of

$2,655,000,000? Will Great Britain and Europe sell us manufactured

goods to the value of $2,655,000,000* for agricultural produce to

the value of only $2,500,000,000? Such a proposition is preposterous; but

free trade must maintain it or admit that we would have less wealth. Of

the goods demanded for the American consumption but a very small frac-

tion, less than one-eighth, can, therefore, be obtained from abroad. Under

free trade we would have only this fraction, and go without the remaining

seven-eighths. Under Protection we can have the whole amount desired.

If, under free trade, an attempt were made to buy from abroad, and then

to produce the remainder at home, there would be two prices for the same

article in the same market, which would be an impossibility . The price of

the whole supply, both domestic and foreign, will be fixed by the price of

that portion raised at the greatest expense. If the American manufacturer

cannot get this price he will not produce the manufactures, and we go

without the wealth. If the American producer gets this price under free

trade, because the foreign manufacturer raises his price, then the Tariff

most certainly does not tax the consumer. A Protective Tariff simply

increases the price of the foreign article to the amount of the increased cost

of production of the domestic article. The Tariff thus compels the foreign

and domestic article to be sold at the same price, thereby rendering prices

stable for the home producer, and furnishing the whole amount desired to

the home consumer.

The advantages of the Tariff to the manufacturing industry are, indeed,

evident. But have manufactures been developed at the expense of other

industries? I shall now show that manufactures are by no means parasitical,

but that the Tariff, while it has developed the manfacturing industries,

has, at the sametime, stimulated both agriculture and commerce.

The advantages of the Tariff to American agriculture proceed from this

that it has substituted a domestic for a foreign market. As a result of

the Tariff the factory competes with the farm for laborers, and so attracts

numbers from the soil. The factory removes those superfluous farmers



labor causes a glut and results, not in wealth, but in waste. Thus

the rivals of the fanner in production become his consumers. The factory,

furthermore, has attracted labor from abroad, thus increasing the home

market. Of immigrants the factory has received fifty per cent, more than

the farm.* But this is not all. Under Protection the farmer exchanges

his produce with the domestic instead of the foreign mechanic. This is

manifestly to the farmer's advantage ;
for the domestic mechanic consumes

the- manufactures of other domestic mechanics, who in their turn consume

the farmer's produce, and thus increase the home market. But the foreign

mechanic consumes foreign manufactures, and that confers no additional

benefit on the farmer. Thus has Protection suostituted for the two boasted

markets of free trade one of which is too small and the other too fluc-

tuating one market at home, which is more than twice as large as the

foreign market,t and absolutely certain. A home market benefits the agri-

cultural industries in most important particulars. In the first place, it

enables the land of this country to be used in its most productive manner.

This free trade would prevent. "When an agricultural country exchanges

with a manufacturing country it must sow its lands to those staples which

that country demands. Thus, we export to England to-day only three

vegetable staples cotton, wheat and tobacco. Now, so long as the demand

of a manufacturing country is confined to a few articles, the productive

power of the agricultural country must be diminished. The numerous

varieties of soil and climate which characterize this country are capable of

producing numerous varieties of crops. Every soil is more productive when

sown to one crop than to another. But, under free trade, these advantages

are all lost. The soils, whatever may be their appropriate crops, must be

diverted from their best use to raise those crops for which alone there is

demand. Is not productive power thus lost? To diminish cost of trans-

portation those crops are exported whose density of value is greatest.

Land will be diverted from the production of the more bulky yet more

abundant corn to that of the more compact yet scarcer wheat. Then, too,

* Tenth Census, Manufactures, p. 26. Compendium, pp. 1368 and 1372.

t Bureau of Statistics Report for 1880, Census of Agriculture, 1880, p. 27.
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there is no demand for the perishable vegetables and fruits, and from their

production the suitable lands must be diverted. Above all, the continuous

demand for the same few products prevents any system of rotation ol.crops,

and the absence of a certain and near market prevents any careful tillage,

and leads to extensive instead of intensive cultivation. Had America

adhered to free trade this misappropriation of the soils must have inevitably

resulted. One fact will show how .wasteful American agriculture might

have been. In 1770 nearly one-half of the value of all our exports con-

sisted of tobacco.* And, had free trade continued, we would now be

striving to monopolize the European markets, diverting all our land to the

production of wheat, cotton and tobacco. We would never have developed

those fourteen "
principal vegetable productions" and those " orchard

products" that we have to-day. J These advantages to agriculture could

only proceed from the creation of a home market. On account of the

physical properties of the Sjil there is still another reason why the home

market is more advantageous than the foreign. When agricultural

products are consumed near the farm nitrogenous refuse may be returned

to th,e soil. But when those products are shipped to foreign markets,

there can be no such return. The soil is practically transported, and

lands lose their fertility. The Tariff has prevented this "
earth-butchery

"

in the United States. The advantages to agriculture of a market for the

surplus is strongly affirmed by Mr. Mill. " A country," he says, "will sel-

dom have a productive agriculture unless it has a large town population, or

the only available substitute, a large export trade in agricultural produce, "f

It has, I believe, been thoroughly established that such a market never has

existed, and does not now exist abroad. By a Protective Tariff we have

created such a market at home. "The arrival of manufacturers," to use

Mill's expression, has enriched the farmers by the value of the food that

would not have been produced had those manufacturers not been here to

consume it, or which would have been produced only to rot in granaries.

Nay, more, the factory has stimulated the farm to still greater efforts to

* Macpherson's Annals of Commerce, vol. in.
, p. 572.

f Compendium of the Tenth Census, vol. i.
, p. 738.

% Political Economy, book
i., chap, viii.
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supply the constantly increasing demand for food. An incalculable advan-

tage of the Tariff to agriculture lias resulted from the establishment in this

country of the mechanical arts. The methods of agriculture have been

vastly improved since .the days when fanners plowed their lands wilh

wooden "bull-plows," sowed their grain broadcast, cut it with a scythe,

and thrashed it with a flail.* Had wre not fostered the mechanical arts by

a Protective Tariff, would the agricultural implements of Auburn and Chi-

cago be now acknowledged the finest in the world? f Would American

agriculture have undergone that great revolution produced by American

steam-plows and stone-cutters, and reapers and binders? In less than a

century would the product per man have increased five-fold? J
The history

of American agriculture negatives such conclusions. Colonial agriculture

was rude and exhausing ;
for the fertilization of the soil and the rotation of the

crops were never practised. A period of awakening followed the Revolution,

and as agriculture under the tariffs became more profitable, it gradually came to

be studied as a science. With the invention of McCormjck that science began

its extraordinary development, continually furthered by agricultural chemis-

try and agricultural machinery. The advantages of the Tariff to the agri-

cultural industries may, therefore, be summed up in the two words

of Mr. Mill a "market" and "tools." The Tariff has, therefore,

stimulated those industries, and enabled them to yield a greater product

of wealth.

Nor has a Protective Tariff less stimulated the development of the third

great group of industries the commercial. Even if commerce meant no

more than exchange between different nations, the Tariff could not be

charged with checking it to-day. For I have shown that our exports are

limited by the foreign demand, and that imports in the long run must bal-

ance exports. A Tariff does not stop commerce. Our commerce would be

but little increased were the Tariff now removed. There would be, it is

true, under free foreign trade a great demand in this country for foreign

*McMaster's History of the People of the United States, vol. I., p. 18.

I- Belles' Industrial History of the United btates, p. 41.

% Tenth Census, Agriculture: History of American Agriculture.
' Industrial History of the Imited fetates, p. 14.
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. manufactures ;
but there would be no supply at the only terms we could

offer. Where could we, with only agricultural products, purchase by ex-

change in foreign commerce manufactures to the value of $2,655,000,000?

But commerce does mean more than mere foreign trade. Commerce in-

cludes the home trade as well. Adam Smith, the free trade patriarch, de-

clared the home trade to be far more profitable than the foreign. He says

that if a given amount of capital purchases and interchanges goods within

the same country, that country will gain twice as much advantage from that

capital as if it had purchased and interchanged an equal value of goods

with another country. For, in the first case, this capital encourages only

one native industry; in the second, two. Moreover, in the home trade

capital circulates more swiftly. When, therefore, an equal amount of capi-

tal is employed in the home and in the foreign trade, the first capital will

be far more efficient and profitable than the second
;
because it can effect in

the same time, and with less cost for insurance, many more exchanges than

the second. The Tariff has created for the United States such a domestic

or internal commerce. The Tariff has stimulated commerce, because it has

enabled the surplus product of the farm to find a market at the adjacent

factory. Our railroads and canals are the commercial industries. Since

this exchange of products between farm and factory has become possible

our internal commerce has attained mammoth proportions. The capital in-

vested in railroads is now one-fifth of the nation's wealth. The mileage is

now equal to that of all the rest of the world. In 1880 our domestic com-

merce, measured in the tonnage of the railroads alone, was more than

twenty times as great as the foreign commerce.*

To conclude the discussion of the advantages ofthe Tariff to the industries of

the United States, letmesummarizemy argument. Beginningwith that incon-

testable fact, an unsalable agricultural surplus, I have showrn that if our labor

and capital wereto be fully employed, that if we were to obtain the maximum

of wealth, there must be developed in this country the manufacturing in-

dustries. I have showrn that under free trade their development was im-

possible. I have shown that under Protection they have been developed,

* Census: Transportation, p. 10. Bureau of Statistics, 1880, p. 38,
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and that at the same time the agricultural and commercial industries have

been stimulated. 1 have, therefore, proved that the Tariff has increased

the gross product of our industries. Under free trade our production of

wealth was in great part an indirect production. We produced the desired

manufactured commodities by exchanging others for them. England

balked us in all'attempts at a direct production. Our production was there-

fore limited by the extent of the foreign market for our agricultural sur-

plus.

That the people of this country desired to consume, and had the

labor" and capital requisite to produce a far greater amount of wealth than

they could produce indirectly, in no wise enabled them to do so. It is true

that under free trade a small effort would produce a greater amount of

wealth than a like effort could at first produce under Protection. But that

effort under free trade could never be enough to satisfy the nation's desires.

Under free trade we could obtain a small supply of manufactures at a some-

what cheaper price, but beyond that supply we ctfuld obtain nothing.

Under Protection we obtain all that we desire at a rapidly cheapening

price. Under Protection production oan have no limit but the energies of

the people and the resources of the continent.

I pass now to the advantages of a Protectiye Tariff to the labor of the

United States. To appreciate the advantages of the Tariff to the working-

man we must recall his condition a century ago. During the early indus-

trial period, until the introduction of the factory system in 1815, there

was, properly speaking, no great laboring class. Laborers . were then en-

gaged either in farming, or in occupations like that of the carpenter, black-

smith and mason, who render a kind of personal service, and must there-

fore be near the person for whom they work. There was no class

that was engaged in manufacturing, for the manufactures consumed

in America w^ere produced by foreign laborers. The establishment in this

country of the manufacturing industries, therefore, required the creation of

a great industrial class. Of the state of the laborer in the early industrial

period we have authentic accounts. So miserable was his condition tha L

we can hardly understand how in less than a century his condition could

have been so ameliorated. In the first place, the general rate of wages was
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lower by one-half than at present.* This is true, notwithstanding the great

depreciation of money. Colonel Wright, the eminent statistician, has

traced the history of wages from 1752 to 1860. t

The following table compiled from his work will show how great has

been the rise in wages:

1786.' 1860.

Blacksmiths $ .C67 $1.25

Carpenters 538 1.25

Common unskilled labor 311 1.00

But we cannot understand how much lower wages really were a century

ago until we learn that a working day lasted invariably from sunrise to

sunset. J It was not until 1824 that the subject of shorter hours was agi-

tated, and no reduction at all was made in the hours of work until 1840.

Nor can we understand what was the real position of the laborer until we

see how little his wages could procure. A century ago the American

laborer had but few of those comforts that he regards as necessaries

to-day. The houses of laborers were ' '

meaner, their food was coarser, their

clothing was of commoner stuff."
||

The houses were especially .comfortless.

The floors were covered with sand for carpet. There was no glass upon the

table, no china in the cupboard, no prints upon the wall, no stove, no coal,

no matches. IT The food was correspondingly poor. "The artisan's food

was simple, often coarse, and, in fact, confined to the bare necessities of

life." ** The laborer had but few of the vegetables that are now most com-

mon, and enjoyed fresh meat only once a week, ft Nor was the clothing of

the laborer better than his food. "The clothes of the artisan," says Mr.

McMaster,
u would now be thought abominable. A pair of yellow buckskin

or leathern breeches, a checked shirt, a red flannel .jacket, a rusty felt hat

*McMaster's History of the People of the United States, vol. I., p. 90.

+ Historical Review of Wages and Frices, 1752-1860.

tMcMaster's History, vol. n., p. 617.

Wright's History of Wages and Prices, p. 10.

II McMastcr's History, vol. i., p. 96.

U McMastar's History, vol. I., p. 96.

** Wright's History, p. 11.

H McMaster's History, vol. i., p. 97.
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cocked up at the corners, shoes of neat's skin set off with huge buckles of

brass, and a leathern apron comprised his scanty wardrobe.
" *

Such was the condition of the American workingman a century ago. How

great has been the improvement in his condition may be learned from

observation, from the reports of the State Labor Bureaus which publish

workingmen's budgets, or from volumes of incontestable statistics that show

the present high rate of wages in America. The question now is : "What has

conferred these advantages upon the labor of the United States 'I

In discussing the advantages of the Tariff to the industries I have indicated

already one of the greatest advantages of the Tariff to labor. The excessive

agricultural surplus, to which reference has been so often made, was the

product of capital and labor disadvantageous^ employed. Now if, as I

have proved, it was impossible under free trade to employ on "full time"

all the capital and all the labor, and thus to produce the maximum of wealth,

does it not follow that in the distribution of wealth the share of the laborer

was less than it might have been ? Free trade offered but little opportunity

for work, and consequently wages were low. The Tariff, on the other hand,

has given steady employment for the workingman, and thus it has raised

wages. Under free trade the fields of employment opened to the laborer

were both few and contracted. He had practically to chocJse between the

ship and the farm. Free trade prevented any diversification of industry,

and consequently any diversification of employment. Wages were low be-

cause there was little demand for labor. It was the saying of Richard Cob-

den that when two workmen were running after one master, wages were

low; but when two masters were running after one workman, wages were

high. The Tariff has opened up so many fields of industry in which capital

has sought most eagerly to engage, that the American workman has been

pursued, not by two, but by twenty masters. The demand for labor has

made wages high. Again, the Tariff has raised the rate of wages, because

it has made agriculture more profitable. The profits in farming, I have

already shown, constituted the minimum of wages that could be paid in the

manufacturing industries. Now the Tariff prevented the overproduction of

* McMaster's History, vol. I., p. 98.
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agriculture, and thus increased the attractiveness of the land. The Tariff

has thus raised the minimum rate of wages. Wages, however, have risen

far above this minimum. Laborers have engaged in industries more prolific

of wealth than agriculture. Those industries are the result of a Protective

Tariff. With the development of manufactures the gross product of the

nation's industry has, as I have shown, been increased
;
and as wages are

paid out of this gross product they have also. increased.

But free-traders contend that a Protective Tariff can raise wages only

nominally, not really. The greater cost of living, cons( quent upon the

higher prices, is, they contend, a complete offset to the higher rate of wages.

Now, this matter has been settled mathematically. Colonel Wright, in his

"Comparative Wages and Prices, 1860-1883, Massachusetts and Great

Britain," declares that, although wages in Massachusetts are 77 per cent,

higher than in Great Britain,* the cost of living is only about 17 per cent,

higher than in Great Britain, f

But, besides this demonstration by Colonel Wright of the fact that real

wages are higher- in this country than abroad, there are reasons why they

are so, and why the Tariff has been the cause. The affect of the Tariff on

the wages of labor is a problem in the distribution of wealth. The problem

is to determine how the Tariff has affected each of the three shares rent,

wages and profits into which the gross product of industry is distributed.

Free-traders always discuss this problem as though there were only two

shares in distribution wages and profits. Free-traders assert that Protec-

tion raises profits and lowers wages. But, the relation of the Tariff to rent,

the other share in the distribution of wealth, is universally ignored ;
and all

the theories of free trade concerning the affect of the Tariff on profits and

wages are consequently incomplete and erroneous. The real affect of the

Tariff on the distribution of wealth can surely be ascertained only when all

the three shares are introduced, into the discussion. The proposition that 1

wish to prove is that the Tariff has so affected the distribution of wealth as

to raise the wages of labor. The argument that I shall present has been

* Wright's Comparative Wae;es and Prices, p. 43.

t Wright's Comparative Wages and Prices, p 56.



advanced by Simon N. Patten, Ph.D. [Halle], in a work entitled the

" Premises of Political Economy."* I refer the reader to this book, where

he will find the following argument given more in detail. To understand

the true affect of the Tariff on wages, let us begin by examining the doc-

trines of free trade. The stock argument of free-traders, when they attempt

to deny the fact that Protection has raised wages, is the following, in the

words of Mr. Henry George : t
" In what way can protective tariffs affect

the distribution of wealth in favor of labor ? The direct object and effect

of protective tariffs is to raise the price of commodities. But men who work

for wages are not sellers of commodities
; they are sellers of labor. They

sell labor in order that they can buy commodities. How can increasing the

price of commodities benefit them ?
" The fundamental fallacy in the free-

trade discussion of the relation of the Tariff to wages and prices lurks in the

word "commodities." Does a Protective Tariff, indeed, raise the price of

all commodities ? Of course, the effect of the Tariff is to make the price of

the domestic article at first higher than that of the foreign article without

the duty. Otherwise there would be no virtue in Protection. But what

articles are those whose value is enhanced ? They have been, throughout

the whole of our history, with but few exceptions, manufactured articles.

Undoubtedly, so far as the laborer consumes these articles, his higher wages

are met by a higher price. But manufactured goods are not the largest item

in the budget of the laborer. Fully two-thirds of the expenses of the laborer

is for food alone. Engel's famous law of subsistence asserts that the smaller

the income of a family, the larger the proportion spent for food. There

being, therefore, in this country no tax, as free-traders are pleased to call it,

upon the consumption of food, we see the falsity of the assertion that if the

Tariff increases wages this does not benefit labor, because the Tariff at the

same time increases [all] prices.

We are now ready to proceed further in the proof that Protection raises

wages. In manufacturing industries the wages of labor and the profit on

capital depend on the value of the finished manufactures. Thus in manu-

*"The Premises of Political Economy; Being a Re-examination of Certain
Fundamental Principles of Economic Science," by Simon N. Patten. Ph.D.

+
" Protection or Free Trade," p. 211.
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facturing cotton cloth wages and profits must ultimately come out of the

value of the cloth produced. Now the cost of production of this cotton cloth

will consist of two elements : raw materials, out of which the cloth is to be

made, and food by which those who produce the cloth must be supported.

The greater, therefore, the value of the manufactured cloth, as compared with

the value of the staple and food consumed in its production, the greater will be

the margin out of which wages and profits can come. Let us take a

numerical example. Suppose a manufactory produced a hundred yards of

cloth, whose price is ten cents a yard, or $10 ;
while the price of raw ma-

terial, ten pounds of cotton, is $5 ;
and that of the food consumed, five

bushels of wheat, is $5. The cost of production is, therefore, $10. Now,

since thecost of production is thus the same as the price of the product one

hundred yards of cloth exchanging for five bushels of wheat and ten

pounds of cotton, there is manifestly no margin for either wages or

profits. This is, of course, an impossible case. But it serves to intro-

duce the principle. Let us now see what effect a change in the value

of these manufactured commodities will have on wages and profits.

Suppose the value of manufactures rises until twenty yards of cloth

will exchange for five bushels of wheat and ten pounds of cotton.

There is then a remainder of eighty yards of cloth out of which

wages and profits can come. As the value of manufactured goods rises

still more, there is a still greater margin. The less, then, the approxima-

tion of the value of food and raw materials to that of manufactured goods,

the greater will be wages and profits. Now, what has all this to do with

the Tariff? The application will be apparent when we recollect the kind

of commodities upon which duties are laid and whose value is, therefore,

increased. As previously stated, the Protective Tariff has, in the main,

been imposed only upon manufactured products. The Tariff, has, there-

fore, increased the price of those products, and thus' increased the margin

out of which come profits and wages. It is the dictum of the English

political economy that wages can be raised only by diminishing profits, and

that profits can be raised only by diminishing wages. Relying on this

text, the American free-traders conclude that the high profits of protected

manufacturers co'me out of the wages of American workmen. Now, the
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American disciples, in the lirst place, me trying to be greater than their

master; for Mr. Mill,* and with him all the Knglish economists, have

affirmed, that in consequence of the inevitable competition of capitalists,

" unusual profits
" are impossible. But Mill would, nevertheless, maintain

that if general profits had increased, they could only have increased at the

expense of wages; and that if wages had increased, they could only have

increased at the expense of profits. Labor and capital arc thus brought into

antagonism by free-traders. If Protection has raised wages, it has, they

say, lowered profits; and if it has raised profits, it has lowered wages. The

current theory does not admit the possibility of depressing rent, and thereby

raising profits and wages. Now, Dr. Patten has unquestionably shown the

incompleteness of this "orthodox" theory of the distribution of wealth.

Mill contends that profits must fall as wages rise, because if the capitalist

advances more in wages he will be unable to get any more for his goods,

notwithstanding the fact that their cost of production has been increased.

The general rise in wages would cause a corresponding rise in the price of

all other commodities, and, therefore, the goods of the capitalist, although

their cost of production was greater, would have no greater value unless a

general rise of values were possible, which is, of course, an absurdity. Mill

here assumes that the value of all commodities is determined by their cost

of production. Dr. Patten proves that this is not true
;
but that on the

contrary the value of that large class of commodities known as agricultural

produce, including, therefore, food and raw materials, has no relation

whatever to the cost of production. Mill contends that value is deter-

mined by cost of production ; because, on the one hand, if the value were

greater than the cost of production, the supply would be increased until

the value fell to the cost of production ; and, on the other hand, if the

value were less than the cost of production, the supply would be decreased

until the value rose to the cost of production. Mill's contention is

undoubtedly true, as regards commodities whose supply may be increased

and decreased at pleasure. But such is not the case with agricultural

produce. In the first part of this essay I endeavored to show that a much

* Political Economy, book HI.
, chap. 3.
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larger amount of capital is necessary in order to bring land into cultivation

than is necessary in order to cultivate it. Agricultural produce may, there

fore, on the one hand, rise greatly in value before new lands will be brought

into cultivation; and, on the other hand, agricultural produce may fall

greatly in value without any diminution in the supply. Furthermore,

inasmuch as the best lands are occupied first, and men afterwards proceed

to that which is worse, the point to which the price of produce must rise

before new land will be brought into cultivation tends with the progress of

society to become higher and higher. Agricultural improvements lessen

the cost of production on all land under cultivation
; they do not make it

less difficult to bring new land into cultivation. Herein is the difference

between manufactures and agricultural commodities as regards the increase

of the supply. The supply of manufactures can be increased at any time

in proportion to the amount of capital that may be invested. Each new

manufactory requires no more fixed capital than did the one that preceded

it. But in agriculture, as I have shown, the amount of fixed capital

necessary for increased production becomes greater and greater.

Mr. Mill, of course, admits that agricultural produce is subject to the

law of diminishing returns. But this law does not modify his theory of

the value of agricultural produce. For he maintains that when lands of

different grades are under cultivation, the value of the whole crop is fixed

by the value of that portion raised on the worst grade of land
; and, as the

value of this portion is determined by the cost of production, the value of

the whole crop is determined by the cost of production.

In stating the true conditions upon which land is brought into and with-

drawn from cultivation, I have shown the falsity of this theory that the

price of the whole crop is determined by the cost of producing that por-

tion raised at the greatest expense. With the increase of population and

the consequent increase in the demand for food, its price will rise higher

and higher above the cost of production on the worst grade of land.

Before new land will be brought into cultivation the price of food must

rise through a constantly increasing margin. Until the price of food

reaches the point at which new land will be brought into cultivation, the

value of food is a monopoly value
;
a value that is governed solely by
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supply and demand; a value that has no relation whatever to the cost of

production. We are now able to perceive another false; doctrine of the

English theory of distribution. Kent on Mill's theory is the '

surplus any

portion of agricultural capital produces beyond what is produced by the

same amount of capital on the worst soil, or under the most expensive

mode of cultivation, which the existing demands of society compel a

recourse to." Mill thus reaffirms the dictum of Ricardo that " corn is not

high because rent is paid; but rent is paid because corn is high." Mill

maintains that rent cannot enter into the price of agricultural produce, and

that the price of produce would be the same even ifrno rent was paid. But

if the value of agricultural produce has no relation to the cost of produc-

tion on the worst land, because of limitations of the food supply, the rent

of the better grades of land cannot possibly be determined, and rent may

thus enter into the price* of agricultural produce.

Let us now return to Mill's contention that ' '

profits and wages are the

leavings of each other." If the value of food and raw material depends

solely upon supply and demand and has no relation to the cost of produc-

tion, then a rise in wages would not, as Mill prophesied, increase their

value. The rise in wages would increase the value of manufactures

because their value is determined solely by the cost of their production.

Now, inasmuch as food and raw materials are the commodities upon the

approximation of whose value to that of manufactures the rate of wages

and of profits depends, the rise of wages, causing an increase in the value

of manufactures, would result in an increase of the margin, and, therefore,

an increase in profits. *Thus Dr. Patten refutes the current theory of dis-

tribution, and no longer can it be maintained that profits and wages displace

each other. Profits and wages may both be made high by any policy that

would increase the value of manufactures as compared with the value

of the products consumed in their production. In the United States

that policy is %, Tariff on the importation of manufactures. The

effect, therefore, of the Tariff on the distribution of wealth is

to increase profits and wages. This, ot course, can be accom-

plished only in one way by decreasing rent. But it must not be

imagined that this suppression of rent has operated to the injury of the
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American farmer. Under our economic system the farmer has been both

capitalist and landlord. The Tariff has retarded the appearance of a dis-

tinct class of landlords. Under free trade an economic system would have

been evolved that is best described by the word absenteeism. The agricul-

tural overproduction, the waste of produce, and the disastrous cultivation

that characterized our early industrial history, would have resulted in the

abandonment or forfeiture of farms, and the disappearance of the typical

American farmer. Small holdings would then have been merged in rich

landed estates, and to foreign proprietors American tenants would pay

tribute in rent. Thus*the period would have been hastened when the re-

turns from the land would be no longer increasing but diminishing; when

the land of America would no longer yield a proportional return to increased

applications of labor and capital. Wages, the reward of labor, and profits,

the reward of abstinence, would thus fall as the price of agricultural produce

rose to a monopoly value and rent absorbed more and more of the gross

produce of industry. But all this has been prevented by the Protective

Tariff. The Tariff has protected the interests of both capital and labor.

Inbelialf of tlie American workingman, Protection has insisted that the laborer

is worthy of his hire. Protection has enabled him to maintain a higher

standard of life, and has given him the opportunity to develop in himself

those qualities that are essential to a citizen of the Republic.

I havo, shown in the foregoing pages why a century ago our future indus-

trial progress depended upon the enactment of a Protective Tariff. I have

shown how our industries have been developed and our labor benefited after

nearly three-quarters of a century passed under Protection. I shall now

show why the prosperity of both our labor and our industries depends to-

day on the continuance of this industrial system. It is impossible fully to

understand the consequences of a transition to free trade to-day until we

realize that under Protection the United States has developed into a great

economic organism. By this I mean that under Protection our system of

producing, distributing, exchanging and consuming wedth is a peculiar

system, entirely different both from that which it would have been and

from that which it would be under a system of free trade. A single illus-

tration will explain my meaning. It is commonly argued that if we had
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free trade the Western farmer would be able to exchange his wheat for a

much greater quantity of manufactured goods. To prove this proposition

free-traders single out some particular farmer and assert that under the

Tariff he was compelled to buy his goods at a price higher than that offered

by the foreign producer. From this they infer that a change to free trade

would greatly benefit farmers. Now, it is perfectly true, that if Farmer A
were granted the exclusive privilege of free trade he could exchange his

produce
'

for more manufactures than he can now obtain from the home

manufacturer. But, does this prove that if the Tariff were abolished all

farmers in the alphabet could do likewise ? If free trade were decreed the

population would be driven to the land. Then would follow an agricultural

glut. When, in consequence of the increasing supply, the price of agricul-

tural produce had fallen; and when, in consequence of the increased de-

mand, the price of foreign manufactures had risen for under free trade

there would be no protective industries to supply the home demand what,

I ask, under these conditions, would be the position of the American farmer ?

This disastrous period of overproduction would ultimately be followed by

the period of landlordism. The removal of the Tariff would, therefore,

result in more than the mere introduction of cheaper goods. The abolition

of Protection would be followed by a transition to an entirely different

economic regime. Would all those who now satisfy their desires by per-

forming industrial functions have functions to perform under the system of

free trade ? By no means. The case of the farmer is in point. Each man

under Protection can satisfy his desires, but under free trade only some men

could do so. Free trade would mean a greater good to some, perhaps;

Protection means the greatest good to all. When the equilibrium of our

industries was once djstroyed, would it be immediately restored ? Would

our complex system of industries immediately adjust itself to the new con-

ditions ? Would the capital and labor escaping from the ruins of our manu-

facturing industries be able to find full employment ? It requires no skill

in vaticination to foretell the consequences of a change to free trade. First,

the country would be inundated with a flood of cheaper goods. Our manu-

facturing industries would be speedily overwhelmed. One after another

the furnace fires would be put out. Machinery would stop and be left to
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rust. When, then, the idle capital and labor sought for other employment,

they would, by their competition, bring down all profits and all wages,

Agriculture certainly could not fully employ the surplus labor, and the in-

evitable result would be a smaller production of wealth. On one condition

only could the once-protected industries continue to exist the reduction of

the wages of American labor. Protection affords to American labor an

opportunity both to produce and to consume. Free trade promises cheaper

goods to labor as a consumer
;
but what does it promise to labor as a pro-

ducer ? Free trade boasts that it will respect not merely the interests of

producers, but the interests of consumers as well. This will be no easy

task. When American laborers are lodged in almshouses they will do

nothing but consume. To American labor as a producer free trade, indeed,

offers nothing but the privilege of competing at starvation wages with the

slave-labor of Europe. American labor would then gravitate to that in-

dustrial level where women are forced to toil as men, and squalid children

cry for bread. If free trade were adopted, such a wanton violation of that

natural right of the American workingman "the right to earn his own

living in his own land " would be followed by a speedy retribution.

America, after thus expatriating her laboring classes, would experience such

a decline of her industries as that which France experienced after she ex-

pelled the Huguenots.

The abolition of the protective system would therefore mean a transition

to a new economic system to which our labor and industries could never be

adapted. Had our whole industrial history been accomplished under free

trade, our industrial development, indeed, would have been both dispro-

portionate and stunted. Nevertheless, our labor and industries would have

matured under a free-trade system, and in that system every man would

have had a function to perform. But, when the industries of this country

have been developed upon a protective basis, when they have become ad-

justed to a protective environment, when the rights of capital and the

rights of labor have become vested in a protective system, the destruction

of that system would involve a catastrophe of which industrial history could

afford no parallel. In the early period under free trade the condition of

our labor and industry was miserable in the extreme, and had free trade
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continued, their condition, doubtless, would have improved but little.

But this condition would be prosperous in comparison of that to which they

would now descend if we returned from Protection to free trade. The last

state of the nation would be worse than the first.

Since, then, under a Protective Tariff, we have achieved such industrial

greatness and conferred such benefits upon the labor employed, a man had

best hesitate before he aids in the attempt to demolish this industrial sys-

tem. He had best ponder long before he declares for free trade, whose dis

advantages we sufficiently experienced in our early industrial history, of

whose advantages we as yet know nothing. He had best understand what

the advantages of free trade will be. The advantages of Protection have

attended us through nearly three-quarters of our history ; they are before

our eyes to-day. Under Protection we know what we are. Under free

trade do we know what we shall be ? Uncertain of the consequences, is it,

I ask, rational to exchange for the vague and fictitious advantages of free

trade those real and manifest Advantages of a Protective Tariff to the Labor

and Industries of the United States ?

[NOTE. The foregoing Essay is the one to which was awarded the First

Prize of $250, given in 1887 by the American Protective Tariff League to

students of the Senior Classes of Colleges and Universities of the United

States. A Second Prize of $100, a Third Prize of $50, and 15 Silver Medals

were awarded to other essays. Similar Prizes Mere offered for 1888, and

will for 1889 AMERICAN PROTECTIVE TARIFF LEAGUE.]
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